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Abstract. The geometric characteristic classes of Chern-Simons are com-

puted for certain connections on the canonical bundle and tangent bundle

over a reductive homogeneous space. This includes globally symmetric

spaces with the Levi-Civita connection of any bi-invariant metric.

Introduction. In recent papers [9], [11], [18], Chern and Simons have

developed a theory of secondary characteristic classes on manifolds. These

classes were calculated by Heitsch and Lawson on compact Lie groups with

bi-invariant metric. One result of this paper is to extend these calculations to

Riemannian symmetric spaces.

§ 1 begins by quickly reviewing the main results of Chern and Simons. Later

in this section we prove some general lemmas concerning extension of

connections and Chern-Simons theory. In §2 we state the properties of the

transgression map. In §3 some well-known results concerning invariant

connections on reductive homogeneous spaces are recorded. §4 gives the main

result, Theorem 4.5, relating the Chern-Simons invariants of the bundle of

bases over a reductive homogeneous space with the canonical affine connec-

tion of the second kind to those of those of the defining bundle with its

canonical connection. §5 specializes to symmetric spaces and Theorem 5.1

shows that the secondary classes are well-defined in some cases. In §6 we treat

Lie groups as symmetric spaces and in particular recover the main result of

[12]. §7 involves the calculation of secondary classes over Riemannian

symmetric spaces fibered by the classical compact Lie groups. In §8 we

calculate the Chern-Simons invariants restricting conformai immersions for

the spaces of §7 and obtain the nontrivial invariants for SU(2k + 1) and

SU(2k + \)/SO(2k + 1).
The main idea of the calculation is that the Chern-Simons invariants for the

bundle of bases over G/H with canonical affine connection of the second kind

are determined by the Chern-Simons invariants of the natural connection over

the defining bundle. This last bundle may be treated using techniques from
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142 HAROLD DONNELLY

algebraic topology and the usual theory of characteristic classes.

1. Chern-Simons theory. In recent papers S. S. Chern and J. Simons have

studied secondary characteristic classes on manifolds. These classes are

defined when the invariant polynomials £(Í2) of the Weil homomorphism

vanish and the secondary classes have interesting geometrical properties.

In their joint work Chern and Simons associate to triples (B,M,<b) consisting

of a principal bundle £ with connection § over a manifold M forms TP(<b) on

the bundle £ for each invariant polynomial £ £ Ik(G) of degree Ac where G

is the group of the bundle. If we set ñ, = /ß +1(/2 — /)[<>, <#>] then by

definition ££(</>) = Ac/J P($,iït)dt. A calculation shows dTP(<f>) = £(fl).
Thus if £(ß) = 0, ££(«í>) determines a real cohomology class in B. When £ is

the bundle of bases over M the forms ££(<i>) are invariant under conformai

change of metric where <f> is chosen as the Levi-Civita connection associated

to a metric. The main result of [9] is the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let M " be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let d(M)

= {E(M),M,9} denote the Gl(n,R) basis bundle over M equipped with the

Riemannian connection 9. A necessary condition that M" admit a conformai

immersion in Rn+k is /Aa/£/(ß) = 0 and{^TP1 (9)} E HAi~x(E(M), Z)

for i > [Ac/2].

In a later paper [18], Simons defined characters associated to triples

(£, M, <b). The idea was to define some geometric invariants in M correspond-

ing to the ££(<f>) in B. Since the homology structure of M is in general simpler

than that of £ it is reasonable to expect that such invariants would be easier

to apply.

For each pair (£, u) where £ £ IX(G) is an invariant polynomial of degree

1 and u £ H2X(BG,Z) such that If(£) = r(u) with

W:IX(G)^H2X(BG,R)

the Weil homomorphism and r: H2X(BG,Z) -* H2X(BG,R) the coefficient

homomorphism we have a character SPu($): Z2l_x(M) -* R/Z. SPu($)

have a natural definition on torsion cycles x C M. If x E Z%!_X(M) and y

£ Z2/-1(A7") represents the characteristic class u let y E ZV(M) be such that

dy = nx. Then by definition SPu(<p)(x) = (P(ti)y — yy)/n where the bar

denotes reduction mod Z. Simons proves by elementary arguments that this

definition on torsion cycles is independent of the choices y, y.

To define SPu(<p) for general cycles we must assume that G, the group of £,

has a finite number of connected components. Then there is a classifying map

of (B,M,<$>) into a sufficient approximation of the classifying space BG with a

canonical connection to. Now it is well known that Hodd(BG,R) = 0 since G
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has a finite number of connected components. Then the image of any odd

dimensional cycle in M is a torsion cycle in BG. Simons defines SPu($) by the

given definition on torsion cycles and the requirement of naturality under

connection preserving bundle maps. He proves that the definition is independ-

ent of the choice of classifying map.

The characters SPu(<¡>) determine the forms P(Q) and the characteristic

classes u. These characters determine R/Z cohomology classes if and only if

P(Si) = 0.
The characters SPu(<l>) are closely related to the forms TP(<¡>). In fact we

have the following [18]:

Theorem 1.2. If w: B -» M is the projection then

n*SPiU(<b) = TPW)\Z2,-l(E)

where the bar denotes reduction mod Z.

Corollary 1.3. IfSPu(<b) — 0 then TP(<f>) is an integral class.

The analogue of Theorem 1.1 is given by Simons [18]:

Theorem 1.4. Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. A necessary

condition that it admit a conformai immersion in R"+k is that Spf- (<¡>) = Ofor i

> [k/2].

For our later work we need some preliminary lemmas in Chern-Simons

theory. They are established below.

Lemma 1.5. Let P be a principal Gx bundle with connection </> andf. Gx -* G2

a homomorphism. Define P — Px Gj— the associated principal bundle with

connection <£. The bar denotes the usual equivalence relation (p,g) — (ph ,

f(h)g) and denote e the identity ofG2. Let y. P -* P be the mapp -> (p, e). Then

if*4> = f* 4> where f+ is the Lie algebra homomorphism induced by f.

Proof. For p E P and Z E ©j(resp. @2) denote by Z the vector field

induced on the fiber containing p (resp. i p).

(a) For A- E ®x if

(pe'x) = (pe'x,e) = (p,f(e'x)e) = (p,ef(e'x)) = (p,e)f(e'x)

= (p~J)e^x)t

this shows (ij\X = f^X.

(b) The horizontal subspace at ijp is by definition the image of the

horizontal space at p. Now let X be an arbitrary vertical vector if <¡>(X)

= U(if)*X) = ftjpf) =f*X =f*<b(X). Let Y be an arbitrary horizontal
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vector then

(i*^(Y) = K(if)*Y) = 0=f,<t>(Y).
Since any tangent vector to £ is the sum of a horizontal and a vertical vector

this completes the proof.

Corollary 1.6. With the assumptions as in Lemma 1.5 if ß = jj, ß where ß

(resp. ß) w the curvature form of<¡> (resp. <J>).

Let f: G, -» G2 be as in Lemma 1.5. Then f induces maps /*: l'(G2)

-*Il(Gx),f*:Hq(BGi)^Hq(BG).

Lemma 1.7. For any Q E I!(G) we have (/*ß)(ß) = ß(ß) considered as

forms in the base manifold M.

Proof. i/(ß(ß)) = ß(//ß) = ß(/*ß) = (/*ß)(ß). Now if p,p are the
projections in £, £ we have pij = p. So for a form w in the base M,

if p*u — p*u. The assertion follows.

We wish to relate the Simons characters of £, £. For this we need the

preliminary:

Lemma 1.8. // If(ß) = r(u)for Q E l'(G2), u E H2'(BGi,Z) then iff: G,

-* G2 is a homomorphism W(f*Q) = r(f*u).

Proof. Let EG be sufficiently «-classifying for G, and use/to extend it to

a bundle £ with group G2. If 9 is the canonical connection on EG let 9 be the

induced connection on É. Let y: É -* EG be a connecting preserving for

classifying map for É where EG is 5-classifying for G2 with s > n. Then by

definition f*u = y* u. W(f* Q) = (/* ß)(ß) = i* ß(ß) in the bundles £,
Ê where the third step in the proof follows from the proof of Lemma 1.7. Then

in the space £G(, If(/*ß) = ß(ß) = r(y*u) = r(f*u) where the third step

follows by naturality of the connection preserving bundle map y and the

relation If(ß) = r(u).

Lemma 1.9. With the notation as in Lemma 1.5

SQ,U(Î>) = sf*Q,f*Á$)-

Proof. By Lemma 1.8 S,*qj*u(^) is well defined. Consider the diagram

below:
G2-►£->E

G,/      t      t>    Î
-^P .        G,-»-£r

M B,
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Notation is as in the proof of Lemma 1.8. The maps are obtained by

choosing a classifying map P -» EG and extending it to a map P -* Ê. By

naturality of the Simons character it is enough to verify the relation on the

system EG , Ê. The real cohomology of BG vanishes in the relevant odd

dimension. Thus all cycles are torsion cycles. Let 9y = nx,

Sf.Qj.u(*)(x) = (f*Q(Sl)-f*u)(y)/n

= (0(0) - u)(y)/n = SßjU(i)(x)

where the third step follows from u(Ê) = f*u(EG ) as in Lemma 1.8 by the

definition of/*.

Lemma 1.10. With notation as in Lemma 1.5

ifTQ(4>) = T(f*Q)(<t>).

Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 1.5, Corollary 1.6, and the defini-

tion of TP.

2. The transgression. There is a well-known map t called the transgression

which will be important in this paper. Let G be a compact Lie group and

•n; EG -> BG its classifying object. For an arbitrary coefficient ring A, t:

H'(BG,A) -* //'""'(G, A) with /' > 1. t is defined as follows: Let y, represent

a class ax in H'(BG,A). tr*yx is closed and therefore by acyclicity of EG

there exists y2 a cochain in Z'~X(EG, A) s.t. 8y2 = 'tr*yx. If /: G -» EG is the

inclusion of the fiber in the bundle then rax is the class i*y2. It is

straightforward to check that this definition of t is independent of the choices

made.

The following well-known lemma will be needed in the calculations made

in the latter part of this paper:

Lemma 2.1. t maps products to zero.

Proof. Let a = axa2 E H'(BG,A). Then if y, represents ax, y2 represents

a2, we have yjy2 representing axa2. If 8ß — ir*yx then 8(ßtT*y2) = (ir*yx)

• (**Y2) = t*(Yi Vz)- But i*(ßw*y2) = (i*ß)(i*ir*y2) = 0, since /*m*y2
= 0.

If the coefficient ring is the real numbers then the transgression map is

closely related to the forms TP(§). In fact let it: E -> B be a sufficiently close

approximation to a classifying object. Then identifying the cohomology

groups of B in lower dimensions with those of BG we may define essentially

the same transgression in it: E -*■ B. If $ is a connection on m: E

-» B let P(Q) for deg P sufficiently small be the Weil forms in the base. Then
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it is a direct consequence of the definitions that r[£(ß)] = [i* ££(<£)]. A

straightforward calculation gives for £ E Ik(G):

(   l\*_1Ac!(Ac- 1)' . lx
TP = \"2/       (2Ac-l)! f(ag'K»»cJ)

where p «■ [£(ß)] and wc is the Maurer-Cartan form on G.

3. Connections on reductive homogeneous spaces. The material in this section

is well known and more details may be found in [14] and [17].

A homogeneous space is called reductive if there is a decomposition

© = § + 2ft of the Lie algebra of G, the total group, such that ad (h)Wl C 2fl

all A £ H, the fiber group. If xH E G/H then xH -* gxH defines an action

of G on the homogeneous space G/H. Since for all A E H, A maps eH to eH,

the action of A induces a representation called the isotropy representation of

H on the tangent space to G/H at eH. If Tt is identified with this tangent space

then the isotropy representation is just the action of H on 2JÎ.

Let pQ denote the identity coset eH. There exists a neighborhood N* of p0

such that for g E G and A!" E Tt there is a vector field X* in A/* defined by

(Ar*)gp = g^A" with g an element of a local section and where on the right

hand side X is identified with an element of the tangent space at p0. Then the

fundamental existence theorem of [17] concerning invariant affine connections

on G/H is the following:

Theorem 3.1. Let G/H be a reductive homogeneous space with fixed decom-

position of the Lie algebra © = § + 2JÎ, ad (i/)2R C TÎ. There exists a one to

one correspondence between the set of G invariant affine connections on G/H and

the set of all bilinear functions aonWlXïïfl with values in 9ft which are invariant

by ad(/Y), that is, ad h(a(X, Y)) = a(ad AJÍ, ad hY) for X, Y E Wl and A
E H. The correspondence is given by

a(X,Y) - (\.X\.

We shall be interested in the connection given by a m 0. This is called the

canonical affine connection of the second kind.

We shall also be concerned with a connection on the defining bundle

(G, G/H, H, w) over G/H. We define the canonical connection on this bundle

by $(X) = X§ where X is any left invariant vector field on G and X§ is its §

component relative to the decomposition © = § + 27Î. This is easily seen to

be a G invariant connection where G acts to the left.

4. Chern-Simons theory on reductive homogeneous spaces. In this section we

establish our main result which relates the Simons character and forms ££ of

the canonical affine connection of the second kind to those of the canonical
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connection on the defining bundle over G/H.

First we need some notation. Let (B, G/H, Gl(n), w, co) be the bundle of bases

over G/H with u the canonical affine connection of the second kind and B the

curvature form of ¿o. Let (G,G/H,H,p,<}>) be the defining bundle over G/H

with its canonical affine connection <b and $ the curvature form of <i>. Denote

is: H -* Gl(n) the isotropy representation. Choose left invariant vector fields

Xj, 1 < i < n, on G such that the X¡ span 3JÍ.

We define a map F: G -» B which is the principal tool used in the sequel.

F(g) = (gH,P,(Xx)g,.. .,%(Xn)g) - {&H,g*(Xx)eH,... ,g*(Xn)eH).

Lemma 4.1. F(gh) = F(g)is(h).

Proof.

F(*A) = (gH,gtfim(Xl)eH,...,gMXlXH)

- (*#,&(*,),„,... , g* (*„!„)/, (*) = ¿WO-

Lemma 4.2. Define a connection y on B by choosing the horizontal subspace at

F(g) to be the image F+ (Ttg) and extending by right invariance under Gl(n). Then

y is a well-defined G invariant connection on B.

Proof. ttF is onto G/H so we have a subspace F^fäl ) at a point on each

fiber. If TrF(gx) = irF(g2) then gx = g2h for some h E H. Now by Lemma

4.1, F(gh) = F(g)is(h) and F*(mgh) = F+(W.g)(is(h)\. So our definition can
be extended to be right invariant on the fiber.

To show that we have defined a connection we need only verify that the

subspace we have defined is complementary at each point to the tangent space

of the fiber. Fix g E G. Then F^Tlg) has dimension at most n and since

77¿ F+ (9Jfg) — g^Ef (Tte) = gt (TeH) it is exactly of dimension n and is comple-

mentary to the tangent space of the fiber.

To check the invariance under the left action of G on G/H note that

F(g\2i) = (g\SiH,gx*g2*(Xx)eH,... ̂ ^g^X^u)

= gi*(g2H,g2*(Xx)eH,... ,g2*(Xn)eH) = gpF^Tl^).

Then E*(mg¡gi) = F^gpWl^) = g,.^(3Rfi) giving the required result.

Remark. Note that by definition Wlg is the horizontal subspace at g for the

canonical connection <i>.

Lemma 4.3. The connection y defined in Lemma 4.2 is the canonical affine

connection of the second kind « on B.
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Proof. Since both y and a are G-invariant it suffices to work in a

neighborhood N* as described in §3. Let V denote covariant differentiation

with respect to y and let a be the local section of £ given by X*,..., X* with

notation as in §3.

Since by definition of y, a^X*] are horizontal. By Theorem 3.1, y is the

canonical affine connection of the second kind w.

Lemma 4.4. Let G be the principal Gl(n) bundle which is associated to G by the

isotropy representation is. Then G = G X Gl(n)/—. Denote by j: G -» G the

natural mapj(g, e) = (gT?).

Now define a map F: G -> £ by the conditions

(i) f¡(g,e) = F(g) and

(ii) £(g(o) - (F(g))u

for all w E Gl(n). Then F is a connection preserving bundle map.

Proof. First we must check that F is well defined. That is, if j(g, e)

= j(g,e)u then £(g) = F(g)u. Nowy'(j,e),y'(g,e) lie in the same fiber if and

only if g, g lie in the same fiber. Then g — gh for some A £ H. j(g, e)

= j(gh,e)=j(g,is(h)e)=j(g,e)is(h). Also F(g) = F(gh) = F(g)is(h) by

Lemma 4.1. Therefore P is well defined.

To show that P is connection preserving note that since P commutes with

the action of Gl(n) it is enough to check that the image of the horizontal space

at eachy'(g,e) is the horizontal space at £(g). Now the horizontal space H at

j(g,e) is by definition j*(Vflg). So P^(H(j(g,e))) = EJ,Wlg = F*Wg. The
result then follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.

Theorem 4.5.    Let   Q E l'(Gl(n)),u E H2'(BGl{n),Z) such that  W(Q)

= r(u), then

(i) ß(Q)-(if <?)(*),
(ii) F*TQ(<o) = T(i*Q)(<t>),

(iii) Sß>) = S/;ß>i.„(</>).

Proof, (i) follows from Lemmas 1.7 and 4.4 since £ of Lemma 4.4 induces

the identity map of the base spaces.

(ii) £* £ß(w) = j*P* TQ(a) with notation as in Lemma 4.4. The result now

follows from Lemmas 1.10 and 4.4 applying naturality of ££ under connection

preserving bundle maps.

(iii) follows from Lemmas 1.9, 4.4, the fact that /"induces the identity map

on base spaces and naturality of the Simons character under connection

preserving bundle maps.

5. Symmetric spaces. The symmetric spaces with their canonical Lie algebra

decomposition are all reductive homogeneous spaces. Further on a symmetric

space G/H the canonical affine connection of the second kind coincides with
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the canonical affine connection of the first kind [17] and by Theorem 15.6 of

[17] this is the connection induced by any G-invariant metric. Such metrics

always exist if H is compact.

We proceed to do some computations on the defining bundle (G, G/H, H,p,

<b) over a symmetric space G/H. Let P E Id(H) be any H invariant

polynomial.

© = $ + m   with [$,$] C $, [$,SK] C 3R, [2Jc,2Jc] C $.

Let A", y be left invariant vector fields on G.

<K*) = X¡,

d4>(x, Y) = -<?>(*, y) = -[J, y]ç = -[xw, Ym] - [x9, %],

$(*, y) = (</$ + ifo, *])(*, y) = -[a-w, yK],

*,(*, y) = (/* + \(t2 - t)[<t>,<b])(x, y)

= -t[X^Ywl] + (t2-t)[X^,Y^].

Define forms   y, : © X © -» $ by yx(X, Y) = [A^, XmJ, y2: © X © -> $

byy2(A-,y) = [A'$,yç].Then

r?fo)-</£?(*,*,)<*/

- d¡¡%HY'P- t)d~r~l(d~ l)p(*,y^yi>yi)dt

= ?/>(*, y7nr^1,y2)/01 ¿hw - z)^-^; l)dt.

wd, = rf(rf; ^(-d'X1 /'-'o - /^'¿//(-d^-1

- rf^- l\(  nd-i(d-l)\(d-r-])\
V    '    yV    ' (2¿/-r- 1)!

«M    ¿/¡(¿/-I)!

^    '     r! (2d - r - 1)! '

Set

Then
d-\ r

TP(<t>) = 2  Wd,P($,yx,...,yx,y2).
r=0

We have the following result which shows that in some cases the secondary

invariants of Chern-Simons define cohomology classes on symmetric spaces.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose P E 1(H) is the restriction of an invariant polynomial

P E 1(G) then P($) = 0.
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Proof. Let w^ : © -» © be the ©-valued one form defined by projection of

a left-invariant vector field on G along $. Then

/»(*) = (-l)rfPa«a».«s«]) = Ad^ (-l^K,^,^])

+(</- 1)(-1) £("iDj,[toK,[wK,wSK]],[coSDj,£03n]) = 0

where the first term vanishes by Ad G invariance and the second term vanishes

by the Jacobi identity [9, [9,9]] = 0 for any ©-valued one form 9.

For general £ the author has been unable to determine the ££(<>) except on

a case by case basis (§§6, 7). However if the degree of £ is low we have

Proposition 5.2. Suppose the symmetry of the symmetric Lie algebra is

induced by an inner automorphism of G. Then

(i) If P E IX(H) is the restriction of an 1(G) invariant polynomial then

££(<í>) = rp where p E H2(BG,R) is the element corresponding to P.

(ii) If P E I2(H) is the restriction of an I2(G) invariant polynomial P then

TP($) = rp where p E H (BG,R) is the element corresponding to P.

Proof. u§ — <f> the projection on H along 2JÎ; wG the Maurer-Cartan form

of G.

££(<?>) = £(<i») = £(co§) - £(wG - <*&)

- £(coG) - P(un) = £(<oG) = rp

where £(«¡pj) «■ £(-(0^) by applying the symmetry and by the formula of

(2).

TP(<t>) = W2fiP($,y2) + W2<xP(<b,yx)

= j£(co$,[u$,w$])-£(«$[<oK,w^D,

rp = -3£(wG,[wc,wc])

(Ü)

= -3P(«$.[«§>«$]) - 3P(«§.["$."2r])

2 1
-3-P(w$>Krj><%]) ~ 3 P(«re> [«§'«§])

1 2
-3-£(wî0},[wSDj,W(DÎ]) - ^(cosuj.twc.WäR])

" -3'(««»[««»««]) - ^(««»[««»«reD-
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So TP(<¡>) = rp. The last step uses Ad G invariance in setting P(coçpj,^,¿0^])

= P^.ItOç.Wspj]).

6. Lie groups. In this section we consider the defining bundle (G X G, G, AG,

p,<b) exhibiting a Lie group as a symmetric space (AG denotes the diagonal in

GxG). If s : G -» G X G by (gTë) -* (g, e) is the canonical section of this

bundle we compute the forms s* TP(<b). This permits we us recover the main

result of [12] from a somewhat different viewpoint.

Let (B, Gl(n), G, -n, co) be the bundle of bases over G with co the connection

associated to a G bi-invariant metric. To say a metric is bi-invariant under the

action of G is the same as saying it is G x G invariant when considered as a

metric on a symmetric space.

Theorem 6.1. For any Q E 1(G) we have ß(<E>) = 0.

Proof. Let © 0 © be the Lie algebra of GxG. Define ß e I(G X G)

by Q(xx 0 x2) = \(Q(xx) + Q(x2)). Then ß restricts to Q on G. The result

then follows from Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 6.2. For any Q E I(Gl(n)) we have ß(fi) = 0.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 4.5(i).

We now do some calculations in the defining bundle. Let us denote the

section (gTë) -* (g, e) by s.

G—»G xG

GxG

AG

Let (XX,X2) E © © ©, the Lie algebra of G X G.

(Aj,A-2) - K(Aj + X2,XX + X2) + (Xx - X2,X2 - Xx))
exhibits a decomposition of (Aj.A^) into $ and SDÎ components.

[(A-1,A2),(y1,y2)] = ([A"1,y1],[A2,y2]).

Let uG denote the Maurer-Cartan form on G.

(***)(*) = \x = i«G(n

(s*9)(X,Y) = -\\X,\Y] = -J[wc,«c](A-,n

(s*yx)(X,Y) = ¡[uG,o>G](X,Y),

(/y2)(A-,y) = |[coG,<oc](A-,y).
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Theorem 6.3. For any Q E I (G) we have

s*TQ(<¡>) = \Tq,

q E H2k(BG, R) is the class associated to Q. If Q is an integral polynomial, that

is, q is in the image of the coefficient homomorphism

r: H2k(BG,Z) -* H2k(BG,R),

then   Sç.q(<t>)2Tq   where  the   bar   denotes  the   coefficient   homomorphism
H2k~x(G,R) -» H2k~x(G,R/Z).

Proof.

5* TQ(<b) = 5* 2   rVk,r ßfo, Yi.Yi. Y2)
r=0

k-\ /1\*_1

= r?0 WkA{$)       Ô("G>[«G."cD

Ac! (Ac- 1)1 „,     r n      ,
(2Ac- 1)! &aG>laG>aGl) - Ira--<-i)

This shows the first part.

SQrq(cb) = l*SQ¡q(<b) - s*p*SQ>q(<¡>) = s*TQ(4>) = s*TQ(<b) = ¿t9,

where the third step uses Theorem 1.2.

Corollary 6.4. For any Q E Ik(Gl(n)) and any section a of the bundle of

bases of G by left-invariant vector fields o*(TQ(u>)) = Ad*(¿rq) where Ad: G

-» Gl(n) is the adjoint representation. If Q is integral then SqJuÍ) — 0.

Proof. If £: G X G -» £ as in (4) then a = Fs is a section of £. Further by

proper choice of the vector fields Xx.XH as in the beginning of (4) any

section a by left invariant vector fields is given by some such £. o*(TQ(a>))

= S*F*(TQ((S)) = S*(T(i* ß)(<i>)) where the last step follows from Theo-

rem 4.5 (ii). Now is may be identified with Ad in this case.

o*(£ß(co)) - 5*(£(Ad* ß)fo)) = ¿T(Ad* 9) = Ad* (\rq)

where the last step follows by naturality of t.

For the second part by Theorem 4.5 (iii) Sgq((S) = SAd*QAd*q(<b)

= \T(Ad*q) using Theorem 6.3. So Sç.q(u>) = Ad*(\Tq). But for Gl(n) \rq is

always integral [6] so Sqq(iS) = 0 by the long exact sequence of coefficient

homomorphisms corresponding to 0 -» Z -> £ -> R/Z -> 0.

Corollary 6.4 is the main result of [12].
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7. Secondary classes on symmetric spaces. In this section we compute some

secondary classes in the defining bundle over the compact irreducible Rieman-

nian symmetric spaces fibered by the classical groups other than the groups

themselves which are treated in [12] and in §6. Specifically we consider

canonical generating polynomials Q E 1(G). Then by Theorem 5.1, T(i*Q)

• (<b) where i: H -* G is the inclusion always defines a cohomology class in G

corresponding to the defining bundle over G/H. The following proposition

shows that it is enough to treat such a generating set.

Proposition 7.1. If S = RQ is the product of G-invariant polynomials R and

Q then T(i* S )(<(>) is the zero class.

Proof. By [11], [r(/*S)(cf>)] = [T(i*R)(<t>)Q($)] = 0 since ß($) = 0 by
Theorem 5.1.

The list of spaces considered in this section is: Fn = SO(2n)/U(n), n > 2:

G„ = Sp (n)/U(n), n > 2; the Grassmannian U(p + q)/U(p) X U(q); the

Grassmannian Sp (p + q)/Sp (p) X Sp (q), p + q > 2; the Grassmannian

SO(p + q)/SO(p) X SO(q), p + q > 4, treated in three cases depending

upon the parity of p and q; SU(n)/SO(n) treated in three cases depending

upon the parity of n; SU(2n)/Sp (n), n > 1.

Before we begin the computations some preliminary remarks about notation

and the devices used are required.

If T C G is a maximal torus of a compact Lie group then the map

j*: H*(BG,R) -» H*(BT,R) is known to be injective [4]. In the following

calculation we will identify elements of H*(BG,R) with their images in

H*(BT,R).

If xx,..., xn are variables and Oj(xx,. ..,xn) denotes the jth elementary

symmetric function in the x¡ and Sj the sum oîjth powers then [19]:

S, - S,_xax + S,_2a2 + ■•• + (~l)'~lSxa,_x + (-1//07 = 0.

This fact will often be used in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 in the sequel.

For notation we have i: H -* G the inclusion and one of the maps

H*(BG)-»H*(BH), H*(G)^H*(//), 1(G) -» 1(H) depending on the

context. For ß £ 1(G), TQ(<f>) means T(i*Q)(<}>). All cohomology groups are

understood to be with real coefficients.

(a) Fn = SO(2n)/U(n), n>2. Then if P¡ and x are the Pontryagin forms

and Euler form we have TPfa) = rp¡ for i < [n/2] and Tx(0) = tx- Let

T C U(n) C SO(2n) where T is the standard maximal torus of SO(2n). Now

the generators of H*(SO(n)) are the transgressions of the generators of

H*(BS0/n\) and these may be identified with/?- = o-Á92.92), x = 0\, • • •,

6n foTj = 1, ...,«- 1 where 0, are the generators of H*(BT). The genera-

tors of H*(U(n)) are the transgressions of the generators of //*(.Bi//n\) and
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these may be identified with cy = Oj(9x,...,9n),j = 1, ..., n, where 9¡ are

again the generators of H*(BT). Consider the following diagram:

H*(U(n)) H*(SO(2n))

"*(Pu(n)) * H*(BSO(2n))

i*tx = ti*x = rcn,

i*rpj = riPj = TOj(9l...,92)

= T(-l)J+]/jSj(92,...,92)

= r(-\)j+yj(-l)2jo2j(9x,. ,9„) = 2(-l)jTC2j.

This shows that in dimensions less than or equal to 2« - 1 restriction to the

fiber is an injection on the cohomology level. Now i*T\(9) = ri*x — TCn

. i*TP(ß) = ri*p = 2(-\)jTC2j. Therefore Tx(9) = rX, TPj(9) = tPj for y

< [n/2].
(b) Gn = Sp(n)/U(n), n > 2. Then if P¡ is the canonical symplectic Pon-

tryagin form we have ££,(0) = rp¡ for i < [n/2]. Now £ C U(n) C Sp(n) the

generators of H*(U(n)) are as described in §2. The generators of H*(U(n))

are the transgressions of the generators of H*(BSp^) which may be identified

with Pj = Oj(92,..., 92\j = 1, ..., n, where 9¡ are the generators of H*(BT).

Consider the commutative diagram:

H*(U(n))
i* •#*(Sp(«))

"*(*//(„))<-l— H*(BSp{n))

i*rPj = ri*pj = rsj(92,...,92) = r(-l)J+]/jSj(92,.. .,92)

= T(-iy+,/y(-l)(2y>2/0„ ... ,9n) = (-1)^,..     .

This shows that in dimensions less than or equal to 2« - 1 restriction to the

fiber is an injection on the cohomology level. Now i* TP¡(<b) = ri*p¡

= (-1)'tc2/. Therefore ££;(<i>) = rpi for / < \N2\.
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(c) The Grassmannian U(p + q)/U(p) X U(q). Then if Cr are the Chern

forms on U(p + q) we have TCr(<b) = rcp for r E m&\(p,q). Let T C U(p)

X U(q) C U(p + q) be the standard maximal torus. Then the generators of

H*(U(p + q)) are the trangressions of the Cr which may be identified with

ar(9x,.. .,9p+q), r= 1, ...,p + q. The generators of H*(U(p) x U(q)) are

the transgressions of the ci X 1, 1 X c¿ which may be identified with

0-/0,,...,^) XI,    \Xok(9p+x,...,9p+q)

for./ = 1, ..., p and fc = \, ..., q. Consider the commutative diagram:

H*(U(p) x U(q))<-H*(U(p + q))

X'VuWxuiq))«-^-H*(Buip+q))

i*rcr = i*Tor(9x.9p+q) = /*HXlT5r(öi,... t9p+q)

= ^7— (t^,...,^)® 1 + 1 ®rSr(9p+x,...,9p+q))

= i^r^>(TCT^''--'^®I + 1Xa^l'---'W)

= tc;® 1 + 1 ®rc"r.

This shows that in dimensions less than or equal to 2max(p,¿/) — 1 the

restriction to the fiber is an injection of the cohomology level.

i* TCr(<f>) = ri*cr = Tc'r ® 1 + 1 ® rc"r = i*rcr

so

TCr(<l>) = rcr   for r < max(p,¿/).

(d) Sp(p + ¿/)/Sp(^) X Sp(q), p + q > 2. Then if £. are the symplectic
Pontryagin forms on Sp(p + q) we have TPr($) = Tpr for r < n\â\(p,q).

Let T C Sp(p) X Sp(q) C Sp(/? + q) be the standard maximal torus. The

generators of H* (Sp(p + q)) are Tpr where pr may be identified with

or(9x,...,9p+q). The generators of H*(Sp(p + q)) are the transgressions

of/>J.Xl,   \Xp"k which   may   be    identified   with    o,.(02.92) X 1, 1

X % (öp+1,..., 9p+ ), j = 1, ..., p and A; = 1,. ¿., q. Consider the commu-

tative diagram:
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H*(Sip(p) X Spfo)) £f*(Sp(p + q))

/f*(5sp(p)xsp(«)) H*(BSp(p+q))

i*rp, = i*rar(92,.. .,92) = i*L^^(92, to)

(-1)
r+\

.*.))-r(Sr(92,...,9p2)®l + l®Sr(9p2+x,

= ror(92,... ,9¡) ® 1 + 1 ® tot (£.„... ,9¡+q)

= T?;® i + i ®Tp"r.

This shows that in dimensions less than or equal to 4 max (p,q) — 1 restriction

to the fiber is an injection on the cohomology level. i*TPr(4>) = ri*p'rX 1

+ 1 X Tp"r. So ££.(<*>) - rpr for r < max(p,?).

(e) SO(2p + 2q)/SO(2p) x SO(2q), p + q > 2. Then if £; are the Pontrya-

gin forms on SO(2p + 2q) we have TP¡(<$>) — rp¡ for i < max(p — \,q - 1).

Let £ C SO(2p) X 50(2?) C 50(2p + 2q) be the standard maximal torus of

S0(2p + 2q). The generators of H*(S0(2p + 2q)) are the transgressions of

the generators of H*(BS0(2+2 \) and these may be identified with pr

= or(92,...,9p2+q),r= 1, ,p + q - 1 and x — Ox, . ..,9+. The genera
tors of H*(S0(2p) x S0(2q)) are the transgressions of the generators of

H*(Bso(2p)xso(2q)) and may be identified withp; X 1 = o¡(tf, ...,92)x 1, x'

= 0\.Op ® 1. 1 XP} = 1 x Oj(9p2+x,... ,92+q), x" = 1 ® 9p+x,..., 9p+q,
i = l.p — 1 andy = 1, ..., q — 1. Consider the diagram:

H*(S0(2p) x S0(2q)) ■ H*(S0(2p + 2q))

il*(BSO(2p)XSO0

al ûZ

))
H*(B, 0}SO(2p+2q)J

i*rpr = i*Tor(92, ...,92p+q)

= i*T(-\)r+X/rSr(92,...,9;+q)

= T(-l)r+X/r(Sr(92,...,92)xl + \xSr(92p+x,...,92p+q))

= tot (92.92) X 1 + 1 X ror(92+x,... ,$+i)

= rp'r X 1 + 1 X rp"r.
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So restriction to the fiber is an injection in dimensions < 4 max(p - \,q - 1)

- 1. /* TPr(<p) = i*pr = Tp'r X 1 + 1 X rp"r. Therefore TPr($) - rpr for r

< max(p — \,q— 1).

(f) SO(2p + 2q+ \)/SO(2p) X SO(2q +\),p + q>2. Then if P are the

Pontryagin forms on SO(2p + 2q + 1), TP¡(^>) = rp¡, i < max(p - \,q). Let

T C 50(2p) X SO(2q + 1) C SO(2p + 2q + 1) be the standard maximal to-

rus. The generators of H*(SO(2p + 2q + 1)) are the transgressions of the

canonical Pontryagin forms which may be identified with Pr = or(92,.. .,9p+q),

r = 1, ...,/> + ¿j. The generators of H*(SO(2p) X SO(2q + 1)) are the trans-

gressions of the generators of H*(BSO(2p)XSO(2q+X)) which may be identified

with      p'jXl =o/i,2.^)X1, x'Xl   = 9x,...,9pX\, \Xp"k =   1

X ak(9x,.. .,9p+q),j = 1.p - 1 and k = 1, ..., q. Consider the com-

mutative diagram:

H*(SO(2p) x SO(2q))
,*

H*(SO(2p + 2q))

íí*^BSOÍ2p)XSO{2q)) //*(£, SO(2p+q ))

,vp+q)i  rpr = i  rar\px..

\r+l

= i*TUL-Sr(92,...,9}+q)

= r{-^f-(Sr(92,... ,92p) x 1 + 1 x Sr(92p+X.92+q))

= r(ar(92, ...,92)XI + IX or(92p+x,.. .,92p+q))

= rp'rX 1 + 1 Xrp"r.

So restriction to the fiber is an injection in dimensions < 4 max(p - \,q)

- 1.   i* TPr(9) = ri*pr = rp'r X 1 + 1 X rp"r.  Therefore   TPr(9) = rpr for r

< max(p- l,q).

(g) SO(2p + 2q + 2)/SO(2p + 1) X SO(2q +\),p + q>l. Then if P¡ are
the  Pontryagin  forms  on SO(2p + 2q + 2) we  have  TP¡(<f>) — rp¡ for i

< max(p,¿/). Let F XT" C T be standard maximal tori of SO(2p + 1)

X SO(2q + 1) and SO(2p + 2q + 2) respectively. The generators of

H* (SO(2p + 2q + 2))   are   the   transgressions   of   the   generators   of

H*(Bso(2p+2q+2)) which maybe identified with  p; = Oj(92x.9p+q+x),

X   — 9X, ..., 9p+q,  j — 1, ..., p + q.     Furthermore,  the generators of
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H*(SO(2p + 1) X SO(2q + 1)) are the transgressions of the generators of

H*(Bso(2p+\)xso(2q+\)) which may be identified withp) x 1 = Oj(92x,.. .,92)

x\,lxpl= \xak(9lp+x,...,9¿p+q),j
sider the commutative diagram:

1, ..., p and Ac = \, ...,q. Con-

H*(SO(2p + 1) x SO(2q + !))<- H*(SO(2p + 2q + 2))

i* '
H*(BSO(2p + l)XSO(2q+l)) " Ii*(BSO(2p + 2q + 2))

..*_(-Dr+,o^
i*rpr - i*ror(92,...,92+q+x) - fVi-^—S^...,^,)

= T^f-(5r(ö,2,...,Öp2)xl + lx5r^2+,,...,^2+9))

-T(cr,(0,,...,#)Xl + 1X^,.^))

= Tp;x 1 + 1 Xrp"r.

So restriction to the fiber is an injection in dimensions < 4 max(p,q) — 1.

i* TPr(9) = ri*pr = rp'r X 1 + 1 X rp"r.       Therefore       TPr(<b) = t/>, for r

< max(p,q).

(h) 5{/(2Ac + \)/SO(2k + 1). Then if C, denote the Chern forms on

SU(2k + l)TC2j(<b) has component tc2j in the ring generated by the rc2¡ for y

< Ac. H*(SU(2k + 1)) is generated by the transgressions of the generators of

H*(Bsu(2k+\)) which may be identified with Cj — 0,(5,,... ,ô2k,- 2 fy), 2
<y < 2Ac + 1. H*(S0(2k + 1)) is generated by the transgressions of the

generators of H*(BS0^2k+x-Ç) which may be identified with p,(ö2,...,^),y

= 1,..., Ac. If T C T are maximal tori of S0(2Ac + 1), SU(2k + 1) respec-

tively then the restriction map on cohomology is given by 8¡ -* 9¡, 1 < i < Ac;

6¡ -» -0,, A; + 1 < i < 2Ac. Now consider the diagram:

H*(S0(2k + 1)) H*(S0(2k+ 1))

//*(£S0(2Jfc+l)
■H+œ

Sf/(2Jfc + l))
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- *.£sri*TCy = i^—L—s^ . ..,82k,-2 8,)

= r^j—Sj(92,...,92)

= r(-l)jOj(92,...,92k) = (-l)JTPj.

Therefore restriction to the fiber is an injection restricted to the ring generated

by the rc2i in dimensions 4/ — 1 for y < k.

i*TC2j($)  = Ti*C2j = (-l)JTPj.

Therefore TC2j(<t>) has component tc2- fory < k.

(i) SU(2k)/SO(2k). Then if C2j denote the canonical Chern forms of

SU(2k), TC2j(<b) has component rc2j,j < k - 1, in the ring generated by the

transgressions of the generators of H*(Bsur2k\) which may be identified with

Cj = Oj(8x,...,82k_x,- 2 S,)J = 2, ...,2k. H*(SO(2k)) is generated by
the transgressions of the generators of H*(BSG^2k^) which may be identified

with pj = Oj(92x,.. .,9¡),j =l,...,k-l and x = 0X,..., 9k. If T C T
are maximal tori of SO(2k), SU(2k) respectively then the restriction map on

cohomology is given by 8, -* 9¡, i = \,..., k, and 8¡ -* -9¡, i ■» k + 1.

2k — 1. Now consider the diagram:

H*(SO(2k)) <-— H*(SU(2k))

H*(Bso{;ik))^-¡--H*(Bsu(2k)

("D2y+1
l    TC,; = /    T -S2y(51,...,S2/t_i,-2ö,J

V"1   '     2/

= r(-l)2j+X/jSj(92,...,92) = (-l)^a,(02,...,02)

= (-»V
Therefore restriction to the fiber is an injection restricted to the ring generated

by the rc2i in dimensions 4/ - 1 for7 < k — 1. i*TC2j(§) = ri*Cy

= (-l)JTpj. Therefore TC2j(<¡>) has component tc2i in the ring generated by

the tc2/ for j < k — 1.

0) SU(2k)/Sp(k), k > 1.   If C2j denotes the canonical Chern form on

SU(2k)TC2j(<b) has component tc2j in the ring generated by the rc^ îoij
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< Ac. The generators of H*(SU(2k)) are the transgressions of the generators

of H* (S^i/pA;)) which may be identified with c} = a,-(5,,..., 82k_x, - 2 8¡),j

= 2,...,2k. The generators of i/*(Sp(Ac)) are the transgressions of the

generators of H*(BSp^) and these may be identified withpy. = aJ(9x2,... ,9%),

y = 1,..., Ac. If £' C £ are respectively the maximal tori of Sp(Ac), SU(2k)

then the restriction map on cohomology is given by 5, -* 9¡, i = 1, ..., Ac,

and 8¡ -> -9¡, i — 1, ..., 2Ac - 1. Consider the commutative diagram:

H*(SU(2k)) <- ■#*(Sp(Ac))

H*(BSr><k¿H*(BSU(2k)) <~~ " V»Sp(ky

i*rc2j = i*To2j(8x,...,82k_x,- 2 8¡)

= í*t—y—52y^5i>---'52A-i'_2 5,j

= TK-^—Sj(92, ...,92) = T(-l)JOj(92,

= H)V
4)

Therefore restriction to the fiber is an injection for elements in the ring

generated by the rc2i for i < Ac. i*TC2j(<¡>) = ri*c2j = ¡*tc2j = (-l)J/2rpj.

Therefore TC2j(<j>) has component tc2j in the ring generated by the rc^.

Our results are summarized in the table below:

F =ffil n>2

GM = ^,«>2
"      t/(n)

U(P + q)IW(p) x U{q)]

SpÛ» + ?)/lSpÎp)xSp(ï)]

SCXp + q)ISO{p) x SO(q)

SU(n)
SO(,n)

SUjln)

Sp(")

ZP,(0) = ip,

7Jc(0) = TX

TP¡(<t>) = 7p,

rc,(0) = re,

ZP, (0) = V>r

7?,(0) = 7p,

TC2X<I>) has component rc2y

in the ring generated by tc2I

TC2l has component tc2¡ in

the ring generated by rc2(

i<["/2]

i<[n/2)

r < max(p, 9)

r < max(p, ç)

,._<[4i]-..[ifl-,)

¡<n
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8. Chern-Simons invariants on symmetric spaces. The Chern-Simons invari-

ants obstructing conformai immersions are by Theorems 1.1 and 4.5 associat-

ed to the polynomials i*px. That is, a necessary condition that G/H admit a

conformai immersion in Rn+k is that i*pf(^) = 0 and Jr(/*/>/-)($)

E H*'-l(G/H,Z), i > [it/2], where n = dim(G///). Of the spaces considered

in §7 in most cases /'* P,x ($) # 0 and this may be deduced from the fact that

the associated characteristic class does not vanish [5].

The cases where necessarily /*/}x(4>) = 0 are considered below. In all

spaces G/H the elements ifP,1 are the restrictions of elements of 1(G). The

spaces considered below are: SU(k); SU(n)/SO(n), with two calculations

depending upon the parity of n; SU(2k)/Sp(k); S" = SO(n + \)/SO(n). On

SU(2k + 1) and SU(2k + l)/SO(2k + 1) we obtain nonintegral invariants

and consequently results on conformai immersions.

The calculations are based on the following result of [5]:

Theorem 8.1. Let p: G -+ Gl(n) be a representation of a compact Lie group G

and p* the induced map on the cohomology of classifying spaces. Identifying the

elements of H* (BG) with their images in H* (BT) where Tis a maximal torus we

have:

P*(p) = 77(1+ to.)
j J

where p is the Pontryagin polynomial and to are the weights of the representation.

(a) SU(k). The weights of the adjoint representation are 9, - 9¡, 1 < i < j

< k, where we define 9k = - 2,-Ji 8,.

t Ad* px = -t Ad* p, = -TO,((9t - 9jf)

(-1)/+1 2
= -T{^j-S,((9i-9j)2)

= (^lT(2efi-2l921-x9j + --- + 92')

= ^rkSuW = tp.2kl(-l)2Mro2l(9i)

= 2(-\)Mkrc2l.

Let o be a section of the bundle of bases by left invariant vector fields.

Corollary 6.4 gives a*\TPl1(9) = It Ad* p1 = \(-\)'+Xkrc2¡. Since tc^
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generate a direct summand in H*(SU(k),Z) [4] the Chern-Simons invariants

do not vanish for Ac odd.

Theorem 8.2. SU(2k + 1) with bi-invariant metric does not conformally

immerse in Euclidean space of codimension 2k — 1.

Proof. Apply Theorems 1.1, 4.5 and the calculation above.

(b) SU(2k)/SO(2k). Every SO(2k) invariant polynomial in the ring gener-

ated by the Pontryagin polynomials is the restriction of an SU(2k) invariant

polynomial. The weights of the isotropy representation are 29¡, 9¡ — 9j, 9¡ + 9j,

1 < / < y < Ac. i*p, = o¡(492,(9¡ - 9j)2,(9¡ + 9j)2). This is seen to lie in the

ring generated by the Pontryagin forms by an easy induction argument using

the formula of (7) relating the S¡ and a¡.

<P¡- = -rit Pi = -™/(4#,(0, - OjfÁOi + Ojf)

= ^(i 2 22'921 + \ 2 (0,- - 9jf + (0,. + 0/)

= -r(22/-1a/(02))

-¡tR-T(^e2l-2l92l-x9j+--'

+921 + 921 + 2l92'~x ft + • • • + 9?\

roM) - ^(2 Of + (22)02l-202 + - - - + 4f )= -2

= -22!-xro1(e2)-{-^-2krSl(92)

= -22!-xjpi-2krp¡

= -(22/_1 + 2Ac)rp/.

Now tc2/ restricts to (-1) rp¡. Thus the component of \Ti*p/L(0) in the tc^

summand is (-1) + (22/-2 + k)rc2¡. This is always integral.

(c) SU(2k + \)/SO(2k + 1). Every 50(2Ac + 1) invariant polynomial is the

restriction of an SU(2k + 1) polynomial. Therefore the Chern-Simons invari-

ants are well defined. The weights of the isotropy representation are 9¡ - ft,

9, + Oj, ft, 24,1< 1 <j < k.
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"s*Pi = "«.V = -70,(4914^ + 0j)2,(9, - 9j)2)

= tVrS¡(4efjfti9¡ + ̂ 2(ö( _ ̂ )2)

= ^r(2 ft2' + i 2 (0, + */ + (*, - */) + 5 2 (2ft/)

= ^r((l + 22'->)S/(02) + 2 (e? + (2l)92>-292 + • • • + 9f))

= -w^)(l + 22'"1) + tp_2kTSl(92)

= -(l + 22!-x)rp¡-2krpl

= -(+2A + 1 + 22/_1)tP/.

Now the tc2¡ restrict to (—\)rp, on the fiber. Thus the component of

±T(if P,x)($) in the tc21 direction is \(-\)'+x(2k + 1 + 22I~x)tc2¡. Since tc2/

generates a direct summand in H*(SU(2k + 1),Z) [4] this is not integral.

Theorem 8.3. SU(2k + \)/SO(2k + 1) with SU(2k + 1) invariant metric

does not conformally immerse in codimension 2k — 1.

Proof. Apply calculation above and Theorems 1.1, 4.5.

(d) SU(2k)/Sp(k), k > 1. Every Sp(k) invariant polynomial is the restric-

tion of an SU(2k) invariant polynomial. Thus the Chern-Simons invariant are

defined. The weights of the isotropy representation are 9¡ — ft, 0,. + ft, 1 < /

<j < k.

Ti*pr = -rifp, = -rifp, - -ram - 9J)2,(9i + 9j)2)

= tj^S,((9i-9j)2,(9i + 9j)2)

= rtp-fy 2 ((ft. - 9j)21 + (9, + 9j)21) - \ 2 (2ft/)

= THÏ(2 ef + (fjBf-^ + ... + f - 22'"1 2 <f )

= Hil22/-iTS/(ö2) + rULtyWff)

= (-2* + 22'-x)to1(92) = (-2* + 22/-,)rp/.
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Now rc2l restricts to (-1) rpt on the fiber. Thus the component of \T(i* P¡x)

' (<í>) in the rc2l direction is (-1) (-Ac + 22,~2)c2l. This is always integral.

(e) Sn = SO(n + \)/SO(n), n > 3. The isotropy representation /* : SO(n)

-> Gl(n) is the canonical injection. Thus i*p¡- — p¡~, \Tp¡-($) = -\rp¡. By

[6] this is a generator for the integral cohomology of SO(n + 1). This is to be

expected since Sn isometrically embeds in £"+1.
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